Important Dates in the History of
Tyndale House Publishers

1962

Tyndale House is founded—Tyndale House Publishers is founded with the publication of Living Letters, a living
paraphrase of the New Testament epistles.

1971

The Living Bible is published—The Living Bible is published in one volume with a green padded cover. Salesmen
take the Bible into retail stores such as K-Mart and J.C. Penny.

1972

The Way is published—The Way, an illustrated edition of The Living Bible, developed by the editors of Campus
Life Magazine and Youth for Christ is published. This publication is the first to use socio-political commentary and
contemporary illustrations to reach an audience of millions.

1983

28 Millionth Copy of The Living Bible—Dr. Taylor presented President Ronald Reagan with the 28 millionth
copy of The Living Bible.

1984

The Book is published—The Book is launched with substantial television support by The Christian Broadcasting
Network. Over the next 15 years 3.5 million copies of The Book and The Book for Children are sold.

1988

Life Application Bible is published—The Life Application Bible is published. It has become the all-time, best-selling
study Bible.

1990

New Translation is envisioned—Tyndale and a team of scholars begin a project to update The Living Bible. Early
in the process they abandon this goal and determine instead to create the clearest and most accurate dynamic
equivalence translation available.

1996

New Living Translation is launched—25 years after The Living Bible, Tyndale introduces the New Living
Translation, the most understandable English Bible translation of our day.

2001

Work begins on NLT Study Bible—Many of the same scholars who worked on the New Living Translation begin
work on the notes and features for the the NLT Study Bible.

2004

NLT second edition is published—Shortly after its initial publication, the Bible Translation Committee began a
process of further committee review and translation refinement to increase the level of precision without
sacrificing the text’s easy-to-understand quality. This second-edition text was released in 2004.

2006

NLT 10th Anniversary—The tenth anniversary of the New Living Translation (NLT) is observed. More than 14
million NLT Bibles have been sold during the first ten years.

2008

NLT Study Bible is released—The groundbreaking NLT Study Bible, the first study Bible to be simultaneously
released in print, online and three major electronic versions, launches September, 2008.

